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Forcefield Body Armour
Standard Shirt and Pants
By Pat Carol #48876

After an extensive testing of the

Forcefield Body Armour, I must say I am
absolutely impressed with the quality and
the assurance of safety when riding my
motorcycle. I had a great opportunity
receiving this product at the right time. I
was able to test the body armor in cold and
hot climates. Welcome to northern Michigan. The weather changes in five minutes.
My first test was in the cold. I put the
armor on as you would silk long johns. I did
have to remove the ballistic armor from my
Vanson. At first I felt that the body armor
would be bulky and cumbersome. That was
not the case. I rode my R100RS and upon
mounting the bike, it seemed as though the
body armor automatically adjusted itself to
my body. It was amazingly comfortable to
ride even given the stock seat on an old RS.
The outside temperature was 27 degrees.
Now the old RS does not have any accessory
plugs so, no Gerbings for this ride. I rode 50
miles and was amazed how warm I was.
This is too good to be true. Not only do the
Forcefield standard shirt and pants provide
protection, they also provide warmth in
cooler temperatures and wick away perspiration in warmer temperatures.
My second test was in the heat. Yes! This
is northern Michigan. The outside temperature for this test was 83 degrees. This time

I put on blue jeans and a denim jacket over
the body armor. At first I did have the usual
sweating but, once I got moving, the sweat
was wicked away from my skin. I was very
comfortable along with the confidence of
feeling safe.
Specifications of the garments include:
multi-sport use, constructed from BeCool™
with Humidity Discharge Function, removable armor at the elbows, shoulders and
chest, RPT – Repeat Performance Technology, machine washable (with armor
removed), increased perforation panels at
perspiration prone areas, thumb loops for
added security, and CE-approved Nitrex®
armor.
I cannot stress the safety factor enough. I
know we are all looking for comfort and at
times we deviate from that safety factor.
This gear makes it easy to have ATGATT.
The Forcefield Standard Shirt with Armour
retails for $295.00, the Pants with Armour
are $199.00. See all the other protective and
confortable gear at: www.johnsonleather.
com/armor_main.htm.
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Choose Constant or Switched Power
No crimping, No external relay, Compact Size

Heated Clothing
Auxiliary Lighting

Powerlet
RAM Mounts

BMW Specific Tools
Much More...
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